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devices are used with food products.

Collaborative research between the 
University of Bristol and the Institute of 
Food Research-Bristol (IFRB) has shown that 
the application of robotics technology in the 
food industry can be made possible with the 
use of artificial vision and intelligence.

The Opportunity for business 
The high cost of recruiting and increasing 
shortage of staff in this labour intensive 
sector, together with the often unpleasant, 
repetitious and hazardous working 
environment make the application of robotics 
and automated systems extremely desirable. 
In the United Kingdom four million beef 
animals are slaughtered each year. With an 
average dead weight value of £500 per 
animal this realises a potential gross beef 
turnover of £2.0 billion. A reduction in 
processing costs of only a few per cent 
would result in a potential saving of millions 
of pounds per year in UK alone. World 
wide turn over in beef animals exceeds £90 
billion, strengthening the case for business 
opportunities. A broader indication of this 
is reflected by the volume of world meat 
production: -

million tons
Year 1985 1988

Bovine meat 47.9 48.3
Sheep & goatmeat 8.3 8.6
Pig meat 59.3 61.5
Poultry meat 31.5 36.3
Other meat 3.7 3.8

TOTAL 150.7 158.5

(Source: Poultry  In ternational July 1988)

It is clear that the potential for robotics and 
automation is high and that savings, if 
achieved with the use of such technologies, 
will create a tremendous business 
opportunity for food producers. The
obvious question must therefore be: why has 
this opportunity been ignored?

TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS
Many of the operations in meat production 
and processing involve handling and
positioning of irregular, non-identical pieces 
of meat or food items. These range in size 
and weight from whole beef carcass sides 3m
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high and weighing up to 200kg, to chicken 
portions of a few hundred grams or sliced 
products a few millimetres thick. As yet 
robotics and automation systems have not 
advanced sufficiently for tasks involving 
such a range of food products to be 
automated. Furthermore, the majority of 
robotics systems, currently in use within the 
manufacturing industry, do not meet the 
exacting requirements of food production 
systems.

It is necessary to investigate and identify 
‘universal’ characteristics of new handling 
devices, such as gripping devices and 
mechanical hands for food products. Such 
handling devices, once defined and 
developed, will broaden the range of 
applications of existing robots and will 
advance this technology by extending the 
design of such devices to meet the needs of 
food production systems. Sensors ranging 
from vision systems, tactile or touch sensors 
will need to be defined and used to increase 
the capability of handling devices. These 
capabilities must allow handling of slippery, 
pliable, sticky, soft or wet products without 
any noticeable damage to food surfaces. 
Other requirements include being resistant to 
microbiological contamination, non-tainting 
and self-cleaning (or easy to clean). A 
robotic system used in handling and 
processing meat or food products must be 
self cleaning self maintaining, intelligent and 
guided by advanced sensors, such as 
computer vision, and capable of being fully 
integrated into production systems of today 
and the future. Extensive literature surveys 
of work in the USA, Europe and Australasia 
have shown that little research is being done 
to produce systems suitable for use in the 
meat/food industry. Previous work has 
been confined to application of existing 
teach and play-back industrial robots rather 
than generating new technologies utilising 
intelligent, sensor-guided systems.

SENSORS AND ARTIFICIAL 
INTELLIGENCE
The existing programming architecture of 
industrial robot and computer vision systems 
follow that of the traditional computer based 
technologies. Changing the task or the 
robot path, requires a change to the 
programme. If the architecture of a robot 
system were to
match that of an expert system, then 
reprogramming would be possible by the 
construction of rules that re-define the robot

action using new data. This re<Lj fQ
‘flexible’ robot tooling, fixtures and ^ 
that can cope with a large variety of ite  ̂
an industrial application. The limita^ « ^ 
such items and indeed the P ^
restrictions imposed by the robot itsen 
as robot reach) would constitute part 
knowledge. The main characteristics 
intelligent robot system, particularly 
in the food industry, should include:

ofa) The system must 
automatically, making decisions with 1 
of sensory data, and have the ab* 
search for alternative solutions in c 
difficulty.

b) Data gathered using 
knowledge is updated by learning 
previous action,

i D f
sensors- ^
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c) An intelligent robot system sh°u
able to deal with uncertain situad0iHs,

applying definite rules that allow it t0

<Ji
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exact data for a decision, or using ,i 
rules (based on probabilities) to art1 
possible solution.
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One example of current research, nan1̂  
robotic meat cutting research, is Pr 
here to illustrate the above.
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ROBOTIC MEAT CUTTING |, -
Industrial meat cutting is a difflC ^  
unpleasant occupation. It is highly .1 
intensive, requires a skilled labour t  ̂
is expensive. The basic carcass s 
within animal types is similar, 3 J  
individual bone positions will vary 3 ^ ; 
to the degree of fat cover, weiS ^  
carcass dimensions. Amongst 
types of sensors, computer vision lS ¿ft 
the few that can provide the surf&ce ^  
for an automatic meat cutting 
By using 3D models of typical c J  
held in a data bank, several 2D 
be used in conjunction with data j i  
techniques to generate geometric ^  
the carcass for robot guidance. ^  
strategies as part of an expert sys /
define the cutting path of the robof’
sensors in cutting devices will all0 <•</'r1
time’ course changes to avoid
obstructions, such as broken or - f  
bones. To meet the production SI/ 1
the food industry a vision systen1̂  
required to operate at high-sp 
varying light conditions. p f
Under an Agricultural and Food
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tt̂ ny eYond the capabilities of robots for 
°DeratioyearS to come- Many of the 
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?'®Ces 6’ 'rre8ular and floppy or non-rigid 
^Pl^ meat. Definition and
H r *  ntation of a robotic system that 
X  u,S tbe task of meat cutting in the
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hoi ter
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as a butcher is considered to be a 
X v e r ”1 °bjective. The initial step, 
lrect;„.’ has been to choose a research
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So chon tv.e,is0ry . at leads to the realisation of 
¡ X  c^ U.lded robots to perform the task of 
^h'bria ln  ̂ following a technique more 

$y 6 t0 tbe r°bot rather than people.

el8 f MshREQUIREM ENTS
■¡.̂ ents fWS a schematic of the various 
^ 'bain0 tbe system to be implemented. 
 ̂ subsystems required are:

^  lowered cutting device attached to 
rec‘ r°h°t arm. This is a
rtpc.1.Procating powered knife specially 

^ned for the task.
b)

de

* c)

%i

«)

r°bot with sufficient reach and 
Srees 0f  freedom needed to 

def lpuj ate the cutter whilst 
to .̂Ver'n8 the necessary drive power 

r°duce the cuts needed.
A fo
the rCe sensor providing feedback to 
to g X 01 controller. This is needed 
Whi, de the knife parallel to bones 
fr0rri \  touching and separating meat 

without cutting into the bone.

a nuisioa system that uses input from 
carc ber ° f  cameras to define the 

Ss features required for cutting.
A
dec: X tem control computer for
Do

cidin
int_ ® tbe start point, the end

X s C-and tbe rou8h path of each cut. 
takes ls tbe decision processor which 

be form of an expert system.

atabase of previously measured

carcasses for which the cutting data 
in (e) is available.

It is intended that the proposed robot system 
will cut the forequarter beef by moving its 
reciprocating powered knife through meat, 
with the cutting blades following a particular 
bone profile, defined by the cutting scheme 
of Fig.2, separating meat from bone at the 
interface. The determination of the path 
for each of the required cuts is to be done 
by the use of the vision system and a 
database of cutting information for carcasses 
measured and cut previously (see Fig.l).

Assuming that the features to be measured 
by the vision system will result in the 
definition of the co-ordinates of a number 
of reference points on the carcass describing 
its geometry, then can be defined as a 
matrix of (x-, y-, Zjj representing the x, y 
and z co-orainates of each of the chosen 
reference points j on carcass k. 
contains physical measurements of the 
carcass k in the vision frame of reference, 
k being the carcass index taking the values 1 
to N(T) where N(T) is the total number of 
carcasses at time T for which Rj has been 
measured and kept in the database. This 
database is also to contain the start point, the 
end point and the rough path for each of the 
cuts required for the meat cutting operation 
on carcass k. For a given cut i on carcass 
k, the start point of each cut is denoted by 
a^ , the end point by a-^ and the rough path 
by Dj^. a^  and a^  are point vectors in the 
robot frame and a path function joining 
aik t0 aik- ^ 's imP°rtant t0 note that the 
cutter is expected to follow as the path 
for each cut i. However, because the bone 
positions vary it is expected that with the 
use of force feedback the robot will guide 
the cutter along a different path closer to the 
bone. This new path is denoted by dj^ for 
k = c where c is the carcass to be cut. 
Since dj^ is closer to the bone being 
followed in cut i, a higher yield may be 
achieved highlighting the importance of 
force feedback.

The Robotic meat cutting task 
By performing a number of manual cutting 
trials using a selection of forequarter beef 
carcasses, a general cutting scheme for de- 
boning has been defined. The scheme is 
shown in Fig.2 and this has been shown to 
be a more appropriate de-boning scheme for 
the robot system envisaged. The schemes 
are also defined in such a way that
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eliminates handling of cut meat. The 
database information is essentially defined 
using this cutting scheme and the work on 
the expert system is intended to use this data 
to define the cutting information for the 
robot. It is envisaged that the operation of 
the robot system will take the following 
form (see Fig.l).

1 ) Take and process images of the 
forequarter held by the handling unit 
and define Rjc where c is the index 
of the carcassJto be cut.

2) Compare R-c against Rju for k = 1 
to N(T) held in the data oase to find 
a match. If a match is found against 
a given carcass m, then use a-c, âjc 
and D |c for the matched carcass i.e. 
for c = m. If a match is not found 
use aJs, ais and Dis where s denotes a 
standard predefined set of points and 
paths for each cut defined by the 
cutting schemes and adjusted to 
compensate for size and shape 
variations of the carcass.

3) Use a- and âj in the sequence defined 
by the cutting scheme to guide the 
powered knife (Fig.3) attached to the 
robot along the path Dj whilst using 
the force feedback to make any 
necessary adjustments to the path.

4) As each cut is performed, record the
actual path followed dj and compare 
this to D:. If significant deviations 
are noted then take error recovery
measures or raise an alarm, otherwise 
complete the cut.

5) At the end of each cut, add the
values for R - ,  a-ic, âjc and djc to the 
database, asJ new data and update 
N(T).

RESULTS AND PROGRESS TO DATE
Research so far has lead to the following:

a) Definition of an algorithm for
controlling the path of a powered 
knife moved by a robot along an 
unknown bone profile, using force 
control to adjust the trajectory of the 
cut. Fig.4 illustrates the schematics 
of the results from a trial cut using 
the robot to cut a forequarter rib 
section.

b)
WDefinition of cutting schemes 

first approximation of the sta°, 
measurement data and
information, Rjs, ajs, âjg and Pjs

c) Implementation of a system f°r If"

using a standard industrial robo1’

d) Carcass measurement for a nuflj 
forequarter beef carcasses lead11 
the definition of Rj^, ĵk’ 
initially.
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e) Implementation of software 
vision system for perform^11* 
measurements.

(o'

It is important to note that the arch1 r 
of this system (Fig.l) compares 
shown in Fig.5 which is a general 
architecture for an intelligent robot.

FUTURE WORK y
Current research is intended to conty i ( 
investigate forequarter beef 
Extensions of this work are envis1
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include the cutting of primais afl̂
portions for beef as well as lamb, P° fl
other such carcasses using robotics.

ifltö.however, involves further research 1. j* 
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meat portions. To date little is un  ̂ f
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about the handling characteristics
ofproducts to help the development  ̂

systems. This is the subject of j .. utoi
Bristol University project in A 
handling of non-rigid products.

In the forequarter beef cutting y  
however, more specific work will be 
in the following areas:

i) Investigation of force sen y
characterise the influence 
and meat variations.

of

fi'

ii) The use of vision to define ^  
given carcass and definl f  
vision-robot co-ordinate 
formation rules.
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iii)
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Study of a larger se lec tio ^ y 1'1
carcasses to determine the 
in Rj, aj, âj and Dj.

iv) Investigations of methods

*
M
\

Jn

relational inferences to defia ff 
and Djc from R-c and d1 
data provided in the database'
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xPerimental implementation of a 
UN system to demonstrate 
orequarter beef cutting and to 
Urther investigate the process of 

Updating of the database, or 
nowledge base learning.

V maper bas Presented the general 
r°bots ents for applying sensory guided 
Kr°̂ ucts° Cutt*ng and handling of meat 
b6en ^ ' . Force sensing and vision have 
|% rs nt Ĵied and used as the main type of
*rea
cJreSeilte(/0reciuarter beef cuttmg has been 
QeScribe t,and a general notation is used to 
3d t he process of robotic meat cutting
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far tv, etine the problem systematically.
t i ___ i _ _ j _ ________ r i

•ection meat from a forequarter rib
i V°lveti thng 0̂rce feedback only. This has 
evice an , e implementation of a cutting 
H * ,  . 0̂rce sensing devices used with a 

lx axis robot.

?ther p
3 ated and current food automation
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the use of computer vision 
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ais billed and improved work conditions 
ac° be porkers, significant savings could 
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> r e vision and robotic systems.
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O f>ly, Cq applications in whole-meal 
v0°d p o k in g , packaging and processing 

¡a of Ucts *s also becoming essential 
haintainin ° rtages ° f  staff and difficulties 

st8 and improving quality as well 
bô  iaitiaf:.andards. Despite recent short

in. V uatiy, 
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tf1 ^OrL'̂ hie« . , SuPP°rt selected research
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at an international level.
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FlG-1 ROBOTIC M E A T CUTTING S Y S TE M  G ENER AL  
CONFIGURATION A N D  NOTATION

Cuts 7 & 8 are 
repeated along 
the r ib -ca ge  
until all meat 
is removed

Cut 6

Cut 5 
(inner side of leg)

i Cut A
j ^ - M O u t e r s id e  of leg)

Cut 8 
i—  Cut 7 

CutTO 
-— Cut 9 

Cut 12 
Cut 11 
C u t H  
Cut 13 
Cut 16 
Cut 15 
Cut 17

Knife perpendicular to page 
Knife paralle l topage

FIG.2 STANDARD CUTTING SCHEMES FOR 
¡ = 1 to n  WHERE n -1 7
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SENSORY GUIDED ROBOTS FOR 
CUTTING AND HANDLING OF 
MEAT PRODUCTS

K KHODABANDEHLOO

Mechanical Engineering 
University of Bristol 
Bristol BS8 1TR, UK

Changing the task of a robot often requires 
a change to the program. To get a robot to 
perform a skilled task such as butchery or 
packaging of meat, it will need to have the 
following characteristics:
a) The system must operate automatically 
making decisions with the use of sensory 
data.
b) The robot should gather data using 
sensors to update itself and learn from 
previous action.
c) The robot system should be able to deal 
with uncertain situations or variations in the 
task by applying definite rules that allow it 
to find exact data in order to make a 
decision, or by using fuzzy rules to arrive at 
a possible solution,

The fundamental principles of sensory

guided intelligent robots can  ̂  ̂
demonstrated by robot systems to be use 
handling and cutting food products.  ̂
robotic butchery system is presented, 8  ̂
the up-to-date results of a Link rese 
project undertaken by the AFRC Instil ^ 
Food Research and the Robotics |*(
Bristol University supported by the  ̂
Agricultural and Food Research Counc1 ■

There is a growing need for automat'0̂   ̂
meat cutting operations as incrf .i  Ai 
difficulties faced in recruiting staff,  ̂ t| 1, 
the shortage of skilled labour 3nd j  
unpleasant and hazardous v,
conditions, present problems in main13j  f, 
the necessary workforce. Robotic & $ 1,, 
offer potential for fulfilling the aiitof’̂ f f , 
needs. However, consiw  ̂ ^
improvements are necessary inteS  ̂ i\ 
sensor technologies, artificial intehiscj j, 
and robotics in order that a systefl1 \i t 
adapt to the variations found betweey  f 
products of this industry. In this re^ f i 3. 
robotic technology is applied in °r° fl 0 
remove meat from a beef forequarter- J  it 
complete system will involve sê  i 
handling, cutting and decision Pr°c ' 
rather like a butcher.
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